VISUAL VOICE VIBE

B R I N G I N G C R E AT I V I T Y T O L I F E

SHORT PAPER (3 MINUTE READ)

CREATIVITY IS AN AMORPHOUS THING. IT BENDS
AND MOVES, BECOMING SOMETHING UNIQUELY DIFFERENT
TO ALL WHO INTERACT WITH IT.
#BIGIDEAS

#POWERFULCOPY

#ESSENCEOFDESIGN

How do you take this thing that is often intangible and showcase it
for people to understand what you are creating (before it is designed, printed,
copywritten, et al)? And why is that important to do?

1

TO INVITE more TO JOIN IN THE CREATIVE JOURNEY

2

TO Help all understand the direction

3

TO LEAVE OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE ANOTHER PATH

IT’S ABOUT DEFINING A STARTING POINT

#IMAGINATION

Visual > voice > vibe
What
images
bring the
idea to
life?

How does
it speak
and
connect?

Why do
you care
and what
do you
feel?

“

“
VISUAL

This is what almost everyone does
when trying to explain an idea. They begin with
pictures. Imagery. Art. It’s by far the easiest
thing to find and to show. The challenge is this:
not to stop at what is out there, what is easily
available, but understand how to transform it
into something unique and ideal for the brand.
—LEE CALDERON
EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR

“
VOICE

Too many companies don’t define
their brand voice. If a brand is a set of
expectations, memories, stories, and
relationships that, taken together,
account for a consumer's decision to
choose one product or service over
another, then you better make sure it
is speaking authentically and true.

“

—ANDY PFEIFFER
PRESIDENT

“

“
VIBE

This is the final and most important
step in creative ideation. Adding
feeling to what you have made.
You can have the most incredible
visuals and a voice that honors the
brand, but if you are unable to bring
forth an emotion about what you
represent, you have not truly
connected with your audience.
—DELANEY LYNCH
INSIGHTS DIRECTOR

COMPANIES WHO CAN ARTICULATE THEIR BRAND
through visual, voice, vibe…GET NOTICED.
THOSE WHO CAN’T, OFTEN FAIL TO BE SEEN.

BRAND
AUTHORITY

“

Authoritative brands lead the
conversation rather than follow,
shaping how we collectively think
about an industry or product.

“

The modern authoritative brand’s
influence will come from its ability to
deliver innovative content that
speaks to its audience across
multiple channels.

2022 will be the year where we’ll find
that the most successful
authoritative brands will win by
owning their own storytelling across
all platforms.
SOURCE LinkedIn Pulse Brand Success

VISUAL >
VOICE
>
VIBE
>

OWN YOUR
STORYSELLING

Upscale + Solid
Straightforward + Direct
Strong + Approachable

BRAND
CREDIBILITY

“

Credible brands have these basics in
place: clarity, consistency, and simplicity.
First, for clarity, what are your values? What
is the core meaning of what you’re
communicating? Once you know that, then
create guidelines with honesty and
authenticity in mind.

“

Brand consistency, or brand coherence, is
the extent to which the different elements
of a marketing communication are
coordinated in order to maintain a
consistent message.
Brand simplicity is characterized by three
things: reducing complexity, eliminating
clutter, and using color as a focal point.
SOURCE LinkedIn Pulse Brand Success

CONFIDENCE IN BRAND
RECOGNIZEABILITY
RELEASES CREATIVITY

VISUAL >
VOICE
>
VIBE
>

Playful + Relevant
Simple + Clear
Childlike + Loveable

BRAND
VISIBILITY

“

The basic idea of brand visibility is to
make your product or service visible
to the public.
You want people to know that you
exist, what you can do for them, and
why they should choose you over
someone else.

“

Brand visibility is important because it
ensures that your business isn’t just a
name on a piece of paper. It
becomes real — a service or product
that the public can interact with and
get to know.
SOURCE LinkedIn Pulse Brand Success

CONNECT
IN CONTEXT

VISUAL >
VOICE
>
VIBE
>

Graphic + Idealized
Promising + Hopeful
Family-Friendly + Joyful

The magic is yours to find

WHAT IS
CREATIVITY?
Richard Foster, a lecturer in management
at Yale SOM and emeritus director of
McKinsey & Company, has made a study
of creativity, both its history and the
process itself.
He differentiates creativity both from
innovation and discovery, which often are
used as synonyms.

“

Only creativity, he says, is about making
something new, rather than merely
applying or discovering something new.

“

Creative solutions are insightful, they’re
novel, they’re simple, they’re elegant, and
they’re generative, he says. When you find
one creative idea, more often than not, it
triggers other ideas in the same fashion.
SOURCE Yale Insights

47%

SALES LIFT

CREATIVITY
INCREASES
SUCCESS

“

A Nielsen report found good
creative is still the most
important predictor of
campaign success — it is
responsible for 47 percent of
sales uplift ahead of reach (22
percent), brand (15 percent),
and targeting (9 percent).
Although it is down from a high
of 65 percent, the customer
experience of a brand’s
aesthetic continues to be a key
driver for campaign-sourced
revenue.

“

SOURCE Adobe 2021 Blog

CREATIVITY PRACTICE

“

Creativity is honed through repetition. Whether in a Fortune 500
company or in your own personal branding, repetition helps you
master your craft. This your essence; it represents who you are,
how you do what you do and why.
Be consistent. The more you believe in your ideas, and the
more you repeat them, the more of your leadership and cultural
imprint will be left in the minds of your audience or customers.
Be willing to experiment. Once you have mastered something,
create variations of your story, messaging, and ethos. You will
keep the core intact but bring diverse and fresh perspectives
that keep others engaged.

“

Beware of stagnation. People get complacent when they
experience some success. It’s easy to repeat an effective
modus operandi until it doesn’t work anymore. Respect the
essential aspects of your brand, but break the rules every now
and then.
- Maria Brito
HOW CREATIVITY RULES
THE WORLD
SOURCE goop

OUR STORY
We believe in you. The person or company
who, like us, understands the power in
a handshake, the value of timeless
craftsmanship, the thoughtfulness that goes
into listening, connecting and a job well done.
ae // what moves us forward

We’re talking to you, yeah you. The big
thinkers, the late-night napkin sketchers,
the roll up your sleeves and take-it-on-ers.
Arthur Elliott is where we do it all, all so you
can become who you always wanted to be.
Because your dreams are our reality. Your
life’s work is our work, which is why we work
to transform the everyday into something
unexpected, when you least expect it. And
that my friend, is how we…

SET A DIRECTION FOR THE NEXT STEP

WA N T T O C R E AT E
S O M E M AG I C ?
Let’s talk!

Contact me: rob@arthurelliott.com

